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Oak banishes pay-TV piracy!
Built and backed

A double-edged attack

by Oak

on pirates

All Oak CATV products
are built in
company-owned facilities
...your assurance of
our commitment
to the industry.

Pay TV pirates can cost you agreat percentage of your profits, especially if you
fall into the "trap" and trust soft security.

With the Oak
single-channel Econo-Code
or 35-channel Multi-Code, you can
choose between two safe ways to
guard your profits. Either of these hard
security systems offers the greatest protection against theft of service in the
industry.

Smooth
sailing

Requires only
one channel
If you're running atight ship with space
problems, relax. The Oak premium
encoding/decoding information is transmitted within astandard TV channel. By
using an Econo-Code, you can add pay
TV to your existing 12-channel system.
Econo-Code converts and decodes
amid-band channel to alow-band
channel, allowing you to utilize your
existing distribution system.
If you require two pay
channels, Oak will supply
atwo-channel Econo-Code
as an option.

We follow up with
prompt delivery,
rapid service
turn-around, and
offer all customers
aone-year warranty
against factory defects
on parts and labor.

When the captain demands control, you can
offer the Oak key-lock option.
This option gives customers the
comfort of parental control of
premium channels.

Your reward!
Oak Econo-Code
and Multi-Code
decoders offer you
the reliability and security
you need to beat
the pay TV pirates.
Your reward for making
the right decision and
choosing Oak will be
smooth sailing and
high profits.

A jewel case
holds all
The 35-channel set
top or Jewel Case
Multi-Code allows
you to pre-determine
any combination of encoded
channels, up to atotal of thirty-five.
Channel selection is easily accomplished with asingle detented rotary
control. Varactor tuning and wide range
AFC provide highest reliability and stability. An attractive Jewel Case remote
control is offered as an option.

IlealE Industries Inc.
CATV DIVISION/ CRYSTAL
TELEPHONE

815-459-5000

LAKE

TWX, 910-634-3353

ILLINOIS 60014

Texscan-Your Test
FROM HEM:1EN!)

Equipment Company
TO BENCH

TO TRUNK

FREQUENCY COUNT

SPECTRUM ANALYZER
VSM-5A

TFC -7

•4-350 MHz
•—50 dBmV Sensitivity
•Phase Lock
•Storage Interface
Performs all FCC tests except
system flatness

BENCH SWEEP
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SWEEP
VS-40Z
•1-300 MHz
GENERATOR •±-0.25 Flatness

• +54 dBmV Output
•7Markers Available

•All Channel Performance
•Stripper/Preselector
Integral
•—5 dBmV Sensitivity
•Accuracy 1part in 10 6

TUSCAN'S
PROOF
PACKAGE!
RADIATION KIT
RADIATION DIPOLE

SIMULTANEOUS
SWEEP

SWEEP TRANSMITTER
9550T

•+60 dBmV Output
•±0.25 dB Flat
•Low Spurious Output
•Rack Mount in Headend

AFS-1

Radiation dipole kit contains
antenna, fibreglass mast sections, calibration chart which
includes downlead loss.

DISPLAY SCOPE
DU-720

Large screen, 12" — AC or DC
coupling P7 phosphor standard, 1mV/div. sensitivity

ACCESSORIES
• ROTARY
ATTENUATORS
• DC BLOCKS
• DETECTORS
II FIXED PADS
MI REFLECTION
BRIDGES

BROAD BAND
AMPLIFIER
VSX-92

Preamp has 29 dB gain from 40
to 890 MHz, with 7dB noise
figure and flatness of ±1 dB.
Operates from internal rechargeable battery.

Tenon

TUNABLE
BANDPASS FILTER
VF Series

Eliminate
with 3 or
Available
bandwidth.

For More Proof —

preamp overload
5 section filters.
with 3 or 5%
Low insertion loss.

Write

Texscan Corp.
2446 N. Shadeland Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46219
(317) 357-8781

SWEEP RECEIVER
9550R

•Battery Operated
•Portable
•Long Persistence Phosphor
•High Resolution

For Your CATV Distribution Needs:

Theta-Corn Div. Texscan Corp.
2960 Grand Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85017
(602) 252-5021 or 800-528-4066

Overseas

Texscan
Northbridge Rd.
Berkhamstead
Hertfordshire
England, UK

When Quality Counts.

...count on

o

CATV

vs

ELECTRONICS INC
A

PRODUCT

RMS ELECTRONICS. INC.
50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX. N.Y. 10462
CALL COLLECT (212) 892-1000
RMS Electronics Incorporated 1977

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Streamlined complaint procedures
and clear guidelines for agreements are the key to speedy
resolution of pole attachment disputes between utilities and
cable television companies, the NCTA has told the FCC.
NCTA's comments were filed in the FCC's current pole
attachment rulemaking proceeding.
NCTA also urged the commission to establish detailed
pole attachment rate guidelines to encourage negotiated
settlements.
The new pole attachment law requires that rates charged
to

cable

companies

by

utilities

fall

within

a zone

of

reasonableness between "additional costs"—the direct cost
of installation and maintenance of cable attachments—and
"fully

allocated

costs"—the total

cost of the

pole and

maintenance apportioned by the amount of space occupied
by each pole user.

C-ED
News
at a
Glance

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The Federal

Communications

Commission should adopt a uniform spectrum management
policy towards microwave relay operations whether they
serve broadcasters or cable television systems. This policy
was urged by NCTA.
NCTA also asked the commission to open bands A and B
to CARS, bringing the CARS spectrum in line with broadcast
auxiliary services. See C-ED page 16.

AUSTIN, TEXAS—A number of Texas utilities are putting the
pressure on the Public Utility Commission of Texas to take
over jurisdiction to regulate pole rental rates. The Texas PUC
has now requested an official opinion from the attorney
general of Texas.

WASHINGTON, D.C.—NCTA senior vice president for
operator services Wally Briscoe has resigned as of August 1
to become vice president of Gardiner Communications.
Briscoe will play a major role in that company's development
in satellite earth station communications.
Replacing

Briscoe will be

Ivan Johnson, currently

executive director for the Arizona Cable Television
Association. The starting date for Johnson has not yet been
determined.

WASHINGTON,

D.C.—The

NCTA has finally added an

assistant director of engineering to help Bob Luff challenge
Washington, D.C. David G. Reiser, formerly with Comsat and
Microdyne, will be occupying that position.

Communications-Engineering Digest is published monthly for the Society of
Cable Television Engineers by Titsch Publishing Inc., 1139 Delaware Plaza,
P.O. Box 4305, Denver, CO 80204e August 1978. Controlled circulation
postage paid at Denver, Colorado.
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This article offers the view that "engineering is a tool of management."
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The section on test equipment is offered as a guide on the various types of
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Cover: The field strength meter on the cover of this issue of C-ED depicts the thrust of this issue. A
comprehensive guide on test equipment can be found beginning on page 17.
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Editor's Letter

TI

est equipment is probably one of the most vital instruments used by the
engineer and technician. Because of this, the August issue of C-ED
offers acomprehensive guide on this equipment. The equipment is logged
into five categories: headend, distribution system, repair and
maintenance, video and local origination, and microwave and satellite
communications. In addition, most of the major manufacturers are listed
in each category, including addresses and telephone numbers. The test
equipment section, in its own magazine format, begins on page 17.
For some thought-provoking articles, we have provided features on the
interfacing of engineering and management. These articles, both written
by engineers, offer distinct viewpoints. Whether you agree with them or
not, we think you'll find them interesting. The article, "Engineers and
Management" by Cablecom's Bill Petty is on page 11. And the feature,
"Management/Technology Partnership" by Jim Emerson of Northern
CATV can be found on page 26.
As announced in the July issue of C-ED, we are featuring a monthly
department called "People." From the title, that's exactly what the
department will be about—engineers and technicians on-the-move. That
department is on page 28. Just areminder, our other new department "Out
of Sync" is by and for engineers. We hope this forum will help solve some of
your problems. And you'll find this section on page 29.
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"Now I
can reach
population pockets
without emptying
my own:'
"Loleta had 195 potential subscribers,
Hydesville, 190. That's plenty if you
can reach them economically." And
that's exactly what Sam Shults,
President of Redwood Cable Vision of
Fortuna, California did. He serves
several small communities profitably
with aHughes AML microwave system
feeding 50 3
44 miles of aerial distribution.
Hughes AML receivers are cable
powered, designed to work outdoors,
and feature 40-channel capacity with
VHF input and VHF output. There are
more than 6000 video channels being
distributed by Hughes AML systems
around the world.
If you'd like to know more about how
you can make small population pockets
fill your pockets, call or write
Hughes Communications Products,
PO. Box 2999, Torrance, CA 90509;
(213) 534-2146. And in Canada:
Micro-Sat Communications, Ltd.,
(416) 839-5182.
Lean on the leader to keep ahead
MUROUBIUE"

HUGHES

(ornmurlitillions

;PRODUCTS

1
,IUGHES AINCRAFT COMPANY

24-hour service phone: (213) 534-2170

SCTE Comments

Safe and Secure Headend Sites
subject that most operators are usually

keeping, even in the case of fire, is a
major deterrent against such a

Storer Cable TV

not concerned about. Ironically, it is a

catastrophe. If the grounds near the

Sarasota, Florida

very serious one. I, myself, have
become very concerned about this

structures are maintained in away that

By Harold Null
Vice President-Engineering

possible. Fire, on the other hand, is a

building, tower, earth station and other
there is no growth of grass or brush,
many fires can be eliminated.

since Iknow of two such fires in the last
I n this day and age when everything
has gone up in price, the prime
concern of any cable operator is cost.
With most operators investing

eight months at this company's
headend sites.
The destruction of a fire goes
beyond the loss of the headend

Of the two cases Imentioned, both
were associated with just such a
problem of growth.
You should also have sufficient
night lights which will help with service

investment that the site is asecure and

building and can involve weakening of
the tower, guy wires, anchors and
other metals engulfed in the heat of the

safe one. The security and safety of a

flames. The obvious precautions can be

site

taken concerning fire such as: NO
SMOKING signs around and near the

great benefit.

site, proper grounding methods and
non-flamable protection agents on or

insurance company when you implement programs that will possibly

near equipment. Most operators
overlook the fact that proper house-

reduce a hazard. They too, may have
suggestions to further reduce hazards.

$200,000 and up at the headend site, it
makes sense with this amount of

can

be

improved

by following

these guidelines:
• Housekeeping
• First aid kit in building
• Fire extinguisher in building
• Trash can in building
• Building locks secured
• Lightning protection devices
(for both tower and building)
• Night light

at night and ward off vandals.
Again, all of these items are
relatively inexpensive and will be of
Don't forget your

The following is adrawing of atypical headend site and the methods that Iuse to
reduce fire hazards:

• Safety climbing device on tower
• Ease of access of authorized personnel to site,
tower and surrounding
area.
All of the above are relatively
inexpensive steps and, if adhered to,
might save many dollars in mainten-

SECURITY
FENCE
-

EARTH STATION

ance, repair or damage costs, or
possibly the life of an employee.
At this point, a thought comes to
mind concerning your insurance
carrier.

When

you

have a good

program let your carier know about it.
Explain your plan to a representative
from your insurance company and

All grass should be sprayed with a liquid grass killer, given a sufficient time to
die and then raked away and disposed of. When this has been doen tar paper or
Visqueen is put down as reflected in this drawing:

show him the condition of your site.
You may be surprised to find that his
recommendations to his superiors may
even be passed on to yours.
In addition to safety, security is an

ROCK OR GRAVEL

important segment of your company's
investment in the headend site. Some
guidelines for securing your site are:
housekeeping, securing doors and
fence gate, and securing fence around
building, tower, satellite earth station

*47
1 1/2 "
to
2"

reW"

TAR PAPER
or
VISQUEEN

EARTH

and other permanent structures.
With security in mind, the two major
problems operators face are fire and

If you have aproblem with the rock washing away, take acement and sand mix

vandalism. Vandalism can be reduced
if the guidelines are followed and

and spread over the rock area, wet down and you will have a permanent fix. If

adequate

measures

are taken to

eliminate entry to the site as much as
8 C-ED August '78

your site is on an extreme slope, you will need a border around the area much
like a border around a flower bed.

and Chapter News
SCTE to Address Bonding
and Grounding Issues

in

Keith McIntosh of LRC on Connectors,

Washington, D.C., and an SCTE charter
member, has been awarded a U.S.

Installation and Problem Solving; and
Dick Covell of Sylvania speaking on

WASHINGTON, D.C.—SCTE will

Patent #4077006 for the "Bi -Di rectional

arrange and host a meeting in
Washington, D.C. during the late

Uni -Cable Switching System." The
BUSS "takes advantage of recent

Plant Maintenance. The sessions are
being held in Sun Valley, Idaho.

summer to discuss thetopic of Bonding
and Grounding. Anyone with an

developments in computer engineer-

recently

retired

from

the

CTIC

August 9-11: On Friday, August 11, the
Central-Atlantic Chapter of the SCTE

ing technology to introduce anew type
of coaxial cable system that also

will sponsor the technical portion of the

interest in this issue is invited to attend.
Many SCTE members are concerned

provides

tion

about Bonding and Grounding and
intend to do something about it. This

telephone in monochrome or color,"
says Nicholson.

Jersey. Fiberoptics. Grounding and
Bonding is included on the agenda.

topic is now appearing more often on
SCTE sponsored meeting agendas.

According to Nicholson, a BUSS
subscriber has a private television

Tabletop exhibits and computer games
will be featured. For more on this
meeting, contact Ed Horowitz at (212)

SCTE's office has received inquiries
from manufacturers on what the CATV
industry needs in the way of hardware
and assistance. These manufacturers
will also be invited to attend the
proposed meeting.
The date, location and other relevant
information on the SCTE hosted
meeting will soon be released.

high

channel which

definition

can

be

video

used for

reception of programs "on request,"
transmission of control signalsto select
and address the programs, and twoway video transmission to any other
subscriber.

SCTE Upcoming Meetings

New Jersey Cable Television Associameetirg

in

Atlantic City,

New

556-2826, or Bob Bilodeau at (201) 6723033.
Sept. 24-26: The Southern CATV
Association convention is noted as
being one of the high spots for
programming, tabletop exhibits and
good entertainment. The convention
will be held in Atlanta, Georgia.
Technical programs are scheduled for

Video Telephone Patent
Awarded to SCTE Member

July 30-31: As C-ED goes to press,
the Pacific Northwest CATV Association is hosting two days with hands-on
TVROs, Test Equipment and Headends

table/give-and-take programs. For
more information, contact Judy

WASHINGTON, D.C.—Vic Nicholson,

with Larry Larson of Scientific-Atlanta:

Williams at

Monday, September 25 with round-

(404) 393-0480.

DIAGNOSING COMMON CABLE
TELEVISION SYSTEM FAULTS
26 Minute 3/4" Cassette: guaranteed First Generation from 2" high-band quad master:
fully narrated and professionally produced and recorded.
INCLUDES:

SERIES OF DISTORTIONS:

Color Bars and Identification
Five-Step Signal for Easy Test Set-up

Carrier-To-Noise
Co-channel
Electrical Impulse Noise

This tape is the perfect low-cost training

Hum

and testing tool. All narration is easy to
understand. FCC standards are
identified where applicable.

lntermodulation Beats
Ghosting: Leading and Trailing
Direct Pick-up

Produced by the
New York State Commission on
Cable Television
and the
Society of Cable
Television Engineers

Cross-modulation
Color Distortions
Available exclusively from SCTE. $45/cassette, payable in advance.
Order from:

SCR'
P.0 Box 2665
Arlington, VA 22202
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Save apackage of money on
our new 5meter package.
Who says you have to pay alittle extra
for the industry's most highly regarded equipment? Weve just introduced alower cost video
receiver designed exclusively for CATV. And
it slashes the price of our earth station package
substantially.
With the new 6601 Video Receiver you get
duai conversion and threshold extension demodulation as standard features. And with specs few
other units in its class can touch. With our
5meter diameter antenna, you get the economy of
4.5 meter dishes. You can get our optional 414
Protection Switch for automatic fault sensing
and failure protection of up to 7receivers and
one LNA. And to round out the package you get

technical assistance from experts on an emergency 24 hour aday basis.
Sure you can buy separate components
from separate companies. But when we
economically package it all and in case
of trouble fix it all, why bother? We take all
the worry out
of owning an earth
station. That's why
you'll sleep even
6601 N'ideo Receiver
better. For more
information, call
IlalliIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMI laaa 1
Mike Smith or
- 41
Pat Wolfer at
(404) 449-2000.
414 Protection Switch

1

Scientific
Atlanta
United States: 3845 Pleasantdale Road, Atlanta, Ga. 30340, Telephone 404-449-2000, TWX 810-766-4912, Telex 054-2898
Canada: 1640 Bonhill Road, Unit 6, Mississauga, Ontario, L5T 1C8, Canada, Telephone 416-677-6555, Telex 06-983600
Europe: 1-7 Sunbury Cross Centre, Staines Road West, Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex TW16 7BB, England,
Telephone Sunbury on Thames 89751, Telex 896015

life money is merely a resource to be
used (the means to an end). In business

By William D. Petty, Ph.D.
Director of Engineering
Cablecom-General, Inc.

it is the end in itself. A person spends
money. A business invests it. To do

Englewood, Colorado

OPERAT IONS

otherwise detracts from the basic goal

W

hy is it that whenever the subjects

of the business.

of engineering and management
arise they seem to be in adversary
roles? One might think that the one is
the antitheses of the other. This is
clearly not the case. Let's consider why

•
: STATED OBJECTIVE

it so often appears to be this way and,
with arational approach to the subject,

MARKETING

ENGINEERING

show why it should not be.
When conflict develops it is usually
for one of three reasons:
1) Engineering does

not

Figure 2

recognize its place in the
organizational structure.
2) Management has failed to
properly define the required
objective.
3) Management has failed to
support the engineering role in
the organization.
A proper understanding of these is
important to both engineers and
managers. An examination of each in

Figure 1
The Definition of Objectives
Almost any objective has many
variables, even when it is well defined.
Thus, the viewpoint is critical when
deciding how agiven objective is to be
achieved. Figure 1 shows the same

turn, therefore, should shed light on

objective observed from several

some common problems.

different views. Each view contributes a
unique perspective. Taken together,

The Role of Engineering

these define the parameters of the
problem much better than any view

Engineering is a tool of management. No more, no less. It does not exist

Figure 3

alone, so that adecision made taking all

The concept of time is one example

on its own merits. Engineers are not

viewpoints into account (giving proper

of the above problems which can easily

hired to achievetechnical elegance, but

weighing)

one

lead to trouble. Traditionally engineers

to

considering only one.
Problems arise when the objective is

think in generalized long-term goals
(maximize life expectancy, etc.).

serve

(along with

marketing,

will

be

better

than

operations, finance, etc.) the business
goal of making aprofit.

vague or is defined too broadly. When

Management more often perceives a

For engineers to simply understand

not clearly defined, the situation in

problem

the above statement would be a great

Figure 2can develop. The general area

framework (five-year plan, next year's

step in eliminating conflict. But the

may be understood, but each support
group sees a different objective within

profit, etc.) Therefore, the time portion
of the objective must not be neglected.

that area (often without realizing it). So

Visibility into the future varies

that if each were asked "What is your
objective?" several different answers

considerably from individual to
individual. An instruction to design a

seem to grasp the significance of the

might be received, each consistent with
the general objective stated by

new plant should include how long it
must last. Obviously, if one has a

dollar in the businessworld. In personal

management.

nonrenewable ten-year franchise,

simple fact is that most engineering
schools traditionally do not require
extensive courses in business
administration or economics. Many
engineers, therefore, simply do not

within

a precise

time

it

C-ED August '78 11

Want the
best Cable
Locator?
Ask the
Telephone
Company
what's
best.
—
Although we designed
our Model 500 Cable Locator for finding Plastic
Insulated telephone
cable, we find a lot of
utilities, contractors and
CATV people are using
them, too.
There's a reason. Our 500 is simply
the best you can get. Because it's
designed to be selective, you can
locate and trace the cable you want
even in joint service areas. Without
AC noise interference or "pulling"
from adjacent cables or pipes!
And, the best feature
of our 500 is its
DYNA-COUPLERTM.
L ._It looks like aclampon ammeter. With it,
you put a "silent"
tracing tone on
insulated cables—
even live secondary
electrical cables—
or pipes, without removing insulation
or ground.
As a bonus, our 500 features a highaccuracy depth measurement technique, too. It's faster and better than
the old 45° triangulation method.
But, like we said, ask your telephone
company what cable locator they use.
Most likely they'll tell you it's ours.

may be wasteful to design aplant which
will last 25 years. Also, if one predicts

If engineering is to maintain its
vitality and not become dulled, or an

changes in the state-of-the-art which
will make existing designs obsolete in a

echo, management must provide the
opportunity for interaction and

given time period this must be taken

continuing education. These are vital

into account.
If the visibility of management and

functions to the long-term health of an
engineering operation. Without
external interaction ideas will turn in

engineering do not conform, either
money will be wasted or the project will
fail, neither of which is acceptable.
Figure 4 shows this graphically for the
case where engineering achievement
exceeds management's need. Figure 5
shows the converse, where management's visibility exceeds that of
engineering.
Optimization of results and
elimination of conflict can be achieved
only when the visibility of management
and engineering

in

MANAGEMENT

a given project

Engineers have long realized the
importance of both the interaction and
educational needs of those practicing
in the various fields. Thus, the
professional societies have been
created. These do not exist for "good
times," or generally as lobbying activi-

ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT

WASTED

EFFORT

= WASTED

MONEY

Figure 4

MANAGEMENT

NEED

ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT

AMOUNT

OF

PROJECT

FAILURE

Figure 5
coincide. This takes continuous
communication on both sides as it is
obviously a two-way educational

ties, but rather to provide the opportunity and encouragement for personal
contact between practicing members

process.
In that the operation of abusiness is

with continuing educational opportun-

the responsibility of the manager, it
becomes the duty of the engineering

of similar disciplines. This is combined
ities through
seminars.

conferences

and

personnel to bring the range of their

Managers who do not encourage, let

activities into harmony with the
objectives set by management.

alone allow, their engineering staffs to
take advantage of the opportunity to

However, becauseengineeringfulfillsa

participate in these professional

vital and unique function it is essential

activities do harm to the engineers and
in the long run they also do their

that in the process of this adjustment
engineering does not change the way in

organizations aserious disservice.

which it perceives these objectives. In

An attempt to find basic disagree-

doing this the value of the engineering
function would be severely diminished.

ments in concept between engineering

Engineers should think like engineers,

DYNATElm

Management has a very real
responsibility to the engineering

CORPORATION

education engineers become quickly
obsolete.

NEED

For details and prices call us, Dynatel
Corporation at 380 North Pastoria
Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Telephone: 408/733-4300.

In Canada: R-O-R Associates, Ltd.

upon themselves and become stereotype, thus becoming "yes new" for an
old point of view. Without continuing

not like salesmen or financial analysts.

The Support of Engineering

function if it is to remain an effective
part of the total organization.

and management would be futile. The
role of engineers and managers are not
in conflict. Engineering merely
provides a unique viewpoint toward a
management stated objective, and
when each understands the objective in
the same terms, this viewpoint can and
should be used to advantage to achieve
the best possible route to the objective.

VIDEO EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS??

We Repair
Cameras
Video Tape Recorders Players
Special Effects Generators

Sync Generators
Switcher Faders
Time Base Correctors

Monitors
Oscilloscopes
Test Signal Generators

Call us about any test equipment repair calibration requirements
Ph (703) 434 5965

CONISONICS,
• P.O

BOX 1106 • HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 22801

ComSonics is an employee owned corporation

NEW CABLE SYSTEMS CAN USE FEWER
LINE EXTENDERS AND SAVE MONEY BY USING OUR
DA-76 FEEDFORWARD DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS!
Complex 1

Complex 2

From
bridger
îy

Back feed
(---.I
28
distribution

r3
.r2
i
)

7---32

Forward
distribution

3
ry

use indoors to feed apartments, condominiums
and cable distribution
DA-76
20 dB
$250
40 dB
52 dB

5300
$330

This ultralinear amplifier, specially designed for large apartment complexes, outperforms four traditional amplifiers at
less cost. System noise, triple beat noise, 2nd order and cross
modulation distortion remain unimpaired on 35 channel
systems at +54 dBmV output levels. Splitting the DA -76
output four ways can provide sufficient feeders to service
large apartments as well as street drops. Forward and backfeeding conventional distribution lines can save on line
extenders and simplify powering needs.

DA -76's high efficiency switching regulator power supply
means fewer watts and lower running costs. Two way
facilities are available. 30, 60, 120 and 240 VAC power
options are available. Proven reliable in the field, the 20 dB
unit has acalculated MTBF of 17 years. The housing consists
of a die-cast and extruded aluminum box frame, which
provides solid grounding and excellent heat sinking facilities.
The rear cover plate provides easy wall mounting and access
to internal fuses.

• 3000' OF DISTRIBUTION PLUS TWO APARTMENT
COMPLEXES. NO LINE EXTENDERS AND ONLY
ONE APARTMENT AMPLIFIER

• POWER SUPPLY OPTIONS AVAILABLE

• FEWER AMPLIFIERS PER SUBSCRIBER FOR
RELIABLE SERVICE

• TWO WAY FACILITIES AVAILABLE

• REDUCED OVERALL POWER CONSUMPTION
FOR LOWER OPERATING COSTS
• 20, 40 & 52 dB GAIN OPTIONS
• SOLID 35 CHANNEL PERFORMANCE

• RELIABLE FIELD TESTED DESIGN

• LOW NOISE FIGURE AND VERY LOW DISTORTION
AT HIGH OUTPUT LEVELS MAKE THE DA -76 ON
ITS FIGURE OF MERIT CATV'S No 1AMPLIFIER
• OTHER APPLICATIONS? TRY HIGH LAUNCH FROM
THE HEADEND

order your DA -76 for evaluation today on a 30 day free trial.
we will bill you when you keep it!
call sue ashton

DELTA•BENCO•CASCADE
124 Belfield Road, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9W 1G1
Telephone (416) 241-2651 Telex 06-989357
In USA Wats 'Le 800-828-1016
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NEWS

Successful NECTA Show
Convention

Certainly,

WENTWORTH-BY-THE-SEA, NEW

sessions

by

paperwork," the board maintained, "We
cannot agree with some of the elements

HAMPSH IRE—On July 9-12, morethan

whatever the

motivation,

The

technical
on

program

included

Signal Leakage

the

over-regulation

involved

in

the

Fairness Doctrine, and unnecessary

new service exploration is upon us."

300 participants gathered for the 1978
New England Cable Television

MidState's Larry Dolan; Drop Wire Leak
Testing by Ken Smith of Times Wireand

of H.R. 13015, such as: the establishment of a new and undefined

Cable; Addressables by Jeff Headley of

standard ...for the future regulatory

Association's annual meeting. For the
first time in the NECTA's convention

GTE Sylvania, Magnavox' Joe Ostuni,
Dave Fear of Delta-Benco-Cascade

history, the attendees were greeted by a

Ltd., and Bob Wilson of MCE, Inc.

satellite earth station, a result of the
joint efforts of Antennas for Communi-

George Bell of Microdyne spoke on
Earth Station Technology.

cations and the Microdyne Corporation.
NECTA executive director Bill
Kenny set the tone forthegathering in a
forward to the convention program. "In
retrospect," he wrote, "1978 will be
viewed as a milestone year for CATV.
New service exploration utilizing
satellites and coaxial capability is
accelerating." Kenny continued:
"Cable television moves on and up,
which must serve to benefit America.
Legislative and regulatory pressures
from Washington may well serve as
impetus forfocusing industryactivities.

NAB Responds to Rewrite
TORONTO,

CANADA—At

its semi-

annual meeting held in Toronto theend
of June, the National Association of
Broadcasters board of directors
addressed the rewrite of the Communi-

agency in lieu of the 'public interest,
convenience and necessity' mandate;
the threat of revocation of license which
would lead to instability in the industry
and the resultant negative effect on the
public interest; the philosophy which
permeates the bill that apparently looks
to the eventual breakup of all
combinations including AM/FM in the
same market ...the removal of all
federal cable regulations and the
imposition of aspectrum tax which is a
clear and dangerous break with
precedent and opens broadcasters to

cations Act of 1934 (H.R. 13015). The
board noted that the language of the
proposal is "positive and forward
looking."
While applauding "the efforts to free

taxes of unknown future magnitude .
In conclusion, the NAB board
recommended a"creative blending of the
Communications Act of 1934 with the

broadcasters from the excessive
restrictions on political broadcasting,

most constructive provisions of H.R.
13015. The board further voted to

DIX HILLS ELECTRONICS
The SX-16 Multiple Frequency
Generator

The R-12 Signal Strength And
Distortion Analyzer

:

•

'4i-

die':

• All frequencies available from 5to 300
MHz
• All harmonics and residual modulation
better than 100 dB down.
• Modulations of CW, 100%, and adjustable
(0 to 90%).
• High output level of +57 dBmV.
Units are available for demonstration.
Call or write for more information.

• Now AUTOMATICALLY measures
Cross-Modulation
2nd and 3rd Order Distortion
Composite Triple Beat
Hum (60, 120, and 180 Hz).
• Also measures signal strength.
• Makes cable system measurements with
ease.
Ne). 1,LECT4. 04,
e

Dix Hills Electronics, Inc.

25 North Mall
Plainview, New York 11803
(516) 420-1166
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coULD Y
OU REALLY
MAKE TWICE A5 MANY
AMPLI F1Er COM PONENTS
If YOU DIDN'T TÉSTt/V
SO MUCH

establish aseries of meetings throughout

cast auxiliary services (BAS), not

the country to brief broadcasters on the

perpetuating

Communications Act rewrite as

distinction between the two." Under
regulations

artificial

proposed in H.R. 13015. The meetings are

current

designed to encourage broadcasters to

eligible to operate in band D between
12.70 GHz and 12.95 GHz. The

participate in the ongoing discussions of

FCC

a completely

CARS

is

commission has proposed contiguous

the initial proposals for legislation.

expansion within band D to 13.2 GHz.

Texscan Training Seminars

TF575TAKETNE,
TOO,

I

services not only in band D but also in

Corporation has announced the

the lower frequency bands A and B.

continuation

Signals transmitted in lower bands are
less susceptible to atmospheric

of

its

1978

technical

training seminars. These seminars are
five days each and cover all facets of
CATV system operation, as well as tests
and measurements.

newRF

A and B to CARS, bringing the CARS

is

$150.00

per

SPDT

spectrum in line with the BAS. The

Angeles Area; 13-17, Seattle •December 4-8, Western Canada; 11-15,
Eastern Canada.

for microwave services by cable
television systems on an equal footing

breaks, 10:15-10:30 AM and 3:15-3:30
PM. The daily sessions will close at 5:00
PM.

-60 dB min @ 300 MHz

WIDE BAND
ENGINEERING
COMPANY, INC.
P.O. BOX 21652
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85036
TELEPHONE (602) 254-1570j

with broadcasters," NCTA said.
The association also urged that new
technical standards proposed by the
FCC for CARS operation should be
extended to other similar microwave
services—broadcaster, auxiliary and
television transmitter relay services.
In addition to its spectrum space
expansion proposal, the commission is
considering reduction of the CARS
channel bandwidth from the current 25
MHz to 12.5 MHz. While NCTA
expressed strong support for the
commission's intention to provide for
more efficient use of spectrum space by

operations whether they serve
broadcasters or cable television
systems. This policy was urged by the

seriously degrade signals on long-haul

National Cable Television Association
in its comments filed with the FCC.

said

The FCC is currently considering
expansion of the spectrum space

microwave transmissions. Also, NCTA
the

reduction

proposal

would

require cable systems in rural areas to

within the high

invest in expensive solar equipment
even when there is little likelihood of
signal congestion in their areas.

frequency band D. The present CARS
allotment is already saturated in 38

Furthermore, NCTA urged the
commission to delay implementing any

areas nationwide, restricting cable
systems' ability to offer new or

band until they can be applied across

expanded services to consumers.

the board to all users sharing the band.

allotted

to cable television

"We

(CARS)

wholeheartedly

relay

support

new technical standards for the 13 GHz

the

Strong support was expressed by

commission's proposal to expand the
band D spectrum space available for

NCTA for the commission's proposal to
prevent transmitter relay service

the cable microwave's services," NCTA

stations to transmit signals to CATV
systems. The association pointed out

engineering vice president Robert Luff
said in releasing the association's
comments. "But the commission
should be moving in the direction of
uniform spectrum policy and technical
standards for both CARS and broad-

16 C-ED August '78

commission should "consider all needs

all microwave users, the NCTA
opposed across the board limitation to
12.5 MHz, arguing that the limits could

services

1-500 MHz

Proposed Rulemaking opening bands

apolis • October 9-13, Dallas; 16-19,
Atlanta
• November 6-10, Los

adopt a uniform spectrum management policy towards microwave relay

Solid State

_

enrollee.

Tuition

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The Federal
Communications Commission should

switch.

reception problems.

Locations and dates: • September
11-15, Philadelphia; 18-22, Indian-

NCTA Urges Uniform
Frequency Allocation
On CARS Band

We make a better

disturbances and have fewer technical
In its comments, NCTA asked the
commission to issue afurther Notice of

NOTE: Lunch is provided from 12:15 to
1:15 PM each day. There are two coffee

the best components for CATV amplifiers
come from
SEMICONDUCTORS

operate the same microwave

INDIANA—Texscan

INDIANAPOLIS,

MAYBE NOT Twice A$ MANY,
BUT IT TAKE5 ALOT Of TIME
TO 100% TEST ALL Rf
PA ZetiereR5 .7- MPF-WURF
CYCLNG,8-1101.1R BURN*/
AND 5ATCI-15AMPLJNG Ziff

Broadcasters, however, are permitted
to

that the long-haul capability of band A
coupled with signal sharing between
CARS and translator stations could
stimulate increased rural broadband
services.

CRED's

TEST
EQUIPMENT
GUIDE
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his section of C-ED features aguide to the various types of test equipment presently used
in the CATV industry. The test instruments are divided into the following categories:
Headend, Distribution System, Repair and Maintenance, Video and Local Origination, and
Microwave and Satellite Communications. You will note that many instruments listed in one
category are applicable to one or more additional categories.
Because of the volume of different types of test equipment utilized in the CATV industry, we
were unable to list all of the equipment for all the manufacturers. We believe, however, that
we have provided awell-rounded sampling of this equipment and hope this section serves as a
guide for your test equipment needs.

Texscan

HEADEND
Attenuators
Texscan
Wavetek
Recorder Monitors
ComSonics
Sweep Systems
Tektronix
Texscan
Wavetek
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Radiation Monitoring
ComSonics
Mid State

Page 19

Page 19

Page 20

Page 20

Page 20

Spectrum Calibrators
Mid State
Sadelco

Page 21

Signal Level Meters
Arvin

Page 21

Sadelco
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Page 22
Page 23
Page 23

Wide Band Engineering
Frequency Counters
Mid State
Texscan
Directional Couplers
Wide Band Engineering
Signal Generators

Page 23

Page 23
Page 23

Wavetek

Bridges
Sadelco
Texscan

Mid State

Laboratory Amplifiers
C-COR Electronics
Impedance Bridges
Wide Band Engineering
RF Comparators
Arvin
Texscan

Fluke
REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

Avantek

Page 22

VIDEO AND LOCAL ORIGINATION
Page 19

Texscan
Wide Band Engineering
Voltmeters

Radiometers
Times Wire and Cable

Oscilloscopes
Tektronix

Page 24

Texscan
MICROWAVE AND SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS
Bandpass Filters

Page 24

Texscan
Wavetek
DIRECTORY OF TEST EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURERS

Page 24

HEADEND

selector (when depressed) provides acontinuous reading on
any channel, and the device recordsfor 96 hourswith afull roll
of recorder paper.

Attenuators
Texscan
Texscan has a varied line of attenuators. Its model BMA577 is anew "packaged attenuator" used in measurement-bycomparison test applications and for reduction of high-level

I
a -1-3

signals from sweep generators to oscilloscopes and
spectrum analyzers. The advantages of the "packaged
attenuator" concept are convenience of operation and a
neater test bench.
The rotary attenuators provided by Texscan are
laboratory-type precision

instruments for bench use or

WM.

r_i

-

1•011.

Sweep Systems

inclusion in test equipment.
Tekronix
Wavetek
Wavetek's series 5000 and 7500 attenuators are miniature
turret-type units that operate over wide frequency ranges,
making them suitable for bench setups, field use or test
instrumentation. Units having 1dB, 10 dB, 35 dB and 70 dB of
attenuation, variable in 0.1, I, 5and 10dB steps, are available in
either 50 or 75 ohm versions.
The 5000 series units (50 ohms) cover the DC to 2000 MHz

The SW 503 sweep generator covers afrequency range of 1
to 400 MHz. It has avariable sweep rate, step attenuator, 20dB
vernier attenuator, and acrystal-controlled marker generator
which provides comb-type markers at 1, 10 and 50 MHz.
A unique feature of the SW 503, when used with a DC 502
digital counter with Option 7installed, is its abilityto provide a
variable marker covering the entire 1to 400 MHz frequency
range with the marker frequency read directly on the digital

frequency range, and the 7500 series units (75 ohms) cover
the DC to 1000 MHz range.
The models 5080 and 7580 are dual concentric-type
attenuators that provide atotal of 80 dB attenuation, variable

counter.

in 1dB steps.
All units are direct reading, ruggedly constructed and have

services. The model WB-714F VHF sweep generator is a
combination of discrete and hybrid integrated circuitry that
provides impressive stability and flatness in all modes of

provisions for panel mounting.

Texscan
Texscan manufactures two sweep generators for CATV

operation. This solid-state unit covers the frequency range of
4to 400 MHz in asingle band. It features afull +54 dBmV RF
output with spurious and harmonic responses typically 40dB
below rated output.
Texscan's WB-713F is a versatile sweep generator that
covers both the UHF and VHF frequency ranges in two bands:
1 to 500 MHz and 450 to 960 MHz. The sweep width is
continuously adjustable from 100 kHz to 500 MHz. This
feature, plus the vernier center frequency control, an
excellent (1

percent) linearity and flatness produce

distortion-free measurements over wide or narrow frequency
ranges.

Recorder Monitors
ComSonics
The ACM-31 automatic channel recorder monitor from
ComSonics is capable of making full use of inputsignalsfrom
-10 dBmV to +10 dBmV. It has a20dB dynamic reading range
at all three center scale settings (-10 dBmV, 0dBmV and +10
dBmV), and a total usable range of 40 dB. The channel hold

Wavetek
Wavetek manufactures a broadband, 1-400 MHz sweep
generator specifically designed for use in the manufacture or
repair of CATV converters and processors. In the model
C-ED August '78 19

1402A sweep generator, external programming may be used
to sweep any or all of the 400 MHz frequency range. This

operator then uses inexpensive FM radios to hunt for leaks
and other cable breaks. The modulation characteristic of the

allows the instrument to be used on the test bench for normal

ST-1 is such that the closer you get to aleak, the more tones
you hear.

amplifier, passive and cable repair and evaluation.
The unit includes afront-panel switch providing 36 preset,
detent positions.

Each position provides a fixed center

frequency at channels IF (43.0 MHz), 2 through 13 and A
through W. The device comes complete with crystalcontrolled, pulse-type markers at the sound and video
carriers of each channel.
Wavetek also offers the solid-state 1801A sweep/signal
generator that provides features and options ideallysuited for
CATV manufacturers and installers.
The 1-500 MHz frequency range of the basic unit and the
optional (450-950 MHz) high band, adequately covers bands
now in use as well as those of the future. The instrument will
sweep each band in its entirety, or as narrow as 200 KHz.

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Texscan
The Bloodhound leakage monitoring system from
Texscan provides complete radiation protection. Monitoring
two discrete frequency bands permits the acquisition of
precise system integrity data.
The

headend unit (model

FDM-1)

injects signals at

appropriate frequencies. The remote receiver (model FDM-2)
may be vehicle mounted or hand carried operating on its own
battery source.
The Bloodhound is adual-frequency, crystal-controlled,
FM transmit-receive system designed to rapidly locate signal
leakage in a cable system. Received leakage signals greater
than the adjustable sensitivity threshold activate visible and
audible alarms.
Wide Band Engineering

Radiation Monitoring

WBE offers the model A61 high output RF detector that
provides a flat DC voltage gain better than 10 dB over

ComSonics

conventional detectors. The unit replaces most detectors
where easily increased gain is desired.
The A61 basically consists of aspecially designed voltage

The Sniffer RF leakage detection system is designed solely
for troubleshooting RFI/EMI leakage in a CATV system.
Proper use of the instrument can permit distinction between

doubling wideband RF transformer, loaded at the secondary
by a frequency compensating termination network. More

leakage sources such as aloose drop fitting, loose major port
connector or ahairline cable fracture.

gain in voltage is accomplished by applying adual microwave
diode voltage doubling network at this termination.

The Sniffer is a three-part system comprising a source,
sensing unit and detector. Features of the Sniffer include
maximum signal in noise detection via selected modulation,

operating point in the square law region with respectto the RF
input level.

high-threshold receiver AGC circuit, and a non-interfering
pilot tone that can't be mistaken for any other signal. Double
receiver conversion and ceramic IF filters eliminate the need
for bandwidth adjustment and the front panel meter allows
go-no-go limit testing when used with adipole. The internal
calibration source provides 20 microvolts per meter
reference, and spike noise suppression circuits aid in aural
low level detection.

Additional DC output is gained from raising the diodes'

Voltmeters
Fluke
The new 8920A AC/dB voltmeter is a 31/
2-digit device
designed for RF applications. The frequency response
extends from 10 Hz to 20 MHz. A midband accuracy of 0.5
percent is assured by asolid-state monolithic rms converter
which responds to the true heating value of the signal.

REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE
Bridges
Sadelco
Also from Sadelco is the model PB-2 Porta-Bridge, which
permits measuring return loss and VSWR without an

Mid State
The RD-1 radiation detector is atuned dipole feeding a16
dB gain flat amplifier. It is battery operated and comes with an
insulated hoisting pole. The device is designed to test
compliance with FCC CATV radiation specification 76.609.
The RD-1 contains a built-in battery-powered pre-amp and
works with any signal level meter.
Mid State manufactures the model ST-1 Cuckoo radiation
tester. This is a unit that mounts in the headend and
introduces a unique modulated carrier on the cable. The
20 C-ED August '78

oscillator. This device checks FSMs (wideband output can be
used to check field strength for flatness), and permits many
other measurements without the use of oscilloscopes and
sweep generators. For the latter measurements all that is
needed is afield strength meter.
Texscan
The RCB-3/75 reflection coefficient bridge is abroadband
RF bridge which, when combined with asweep generator or
an oscilloscope, provides an accurate display of reflection
coefficient or return loss vs. frequency. Model RCB-3/75
features 75 ohm connectors on test ports.

Spectrum Calibrators
Mid State
Mid State produces an MC-50 meter calibrator designed
to calibrate signal level meters for CATV systems. The

tunable to any frequency between 4.5-300 MHz. It can read
signal levels from -40 dBmV to +60 dBmV (10 uV to 1V) with
guaranteed ± 1.0 dB accuracy when calibrated at the
operating ambient temperature using the internal
calibrator.

level

a signal generator and can be switched to an amplitude

A three-digit LED display indicates the frequency to which
the SL-300 is tuned with 1 MHz resolution and guaranteed
±1.0 MHz accuracy. Signal levels are displayed on a true
logarithmic meter scale with equaly spaced and fully usable

modulated mode with simulated TV modulation.

divisions over a 20 dB range. The combination of digital

+50dBmV output level and 5 kHz frequency stability make
this instrument useful as ageneral purpose signal generator
or marker generator. The unit operates from 4to 300 MHz as

Sadelco
Sadelco has introduced a new concept for FSM
calibration and measurements in its model 260-B spectrum
calibrator. The 260-B (used in conjunction with a field
strength meter) provides data directly in dB across the entire
VHF spectrum continuously. The unit emits a continuous,
flat signal from 4.5-300 MHz. The accuracy of this wideband
generator is ± 0.25 dB throughout its frequency range.
Minimum guaranteed output is +10 dBm V—measured with a

frequency and analog level readout permits the fastest
possible measurement speed, allows the operator to view
gradual level variations, and minimizes the possibility of
errors.
A front-panel opening, normally covered with aprotective
plate, is provided on the SL-300 to accept plug-in modules.
Four plug-in modules extend the capabilities of the SL-300.
The SL-301 adds avoltmeter to the SL-300. It is calibrated for
positive or negative DC voltage, and both sine and square-

Signal Level Meters

wave rms measurements. The SL-302 adds a module that
converts the SL-300 and any service oscilloscope into a
practical CATV spectrum analyzer. The SL-303 provides a
module that allows the functions necessary to drive a chart

Arvin
The model 500B SLM is a unit that combines
convenience, accuracy and portability. This unit features

to 4-hour intervals. Model SL-304 adds coverage of the 470890 MHz UHF channels to the basic SL-300 measurement

FSM having 0.5 MHz IF bandwidth.

pushbutton channel selection, a four-step measurement
procedure and an audio/video switch. Accuracy is ±0.25 dB
maximum error on any channel at 70 degrees F, and 36

recorder and make a permanent CATV spectrum plot. It
includes atimer to permit unattended periodic operation at 1/4

range.

individual channels are tuned to maintain optimum
accuracy. The 500B is housed in acompact, rugged case for
long life and uses internal NI-CAD batteries for complete
mobility.

Mid State
At the NCTA show in New Orleans, Mid State unveiled its
new signal level meters, the SAM Iand SAM II. The basic
difference between the two units is frequency tuning.

Avantek
Avantek's SL-300 signal level meter with new plug-in
modules was recently demonstrated at the NCTA convention
in New Orleans. The SL-300 itself is aprecision RF voltmeter
C-ED August '78 21

The SAM Iis aconventinally tuned meter and the SAM II isa
digitally controlled meter with keyboard and conventional

unit permits rapid and convenient attenuation selection from
0 to 90 dB in 10 dB steps. Meter scale readings are clearly
visible on the control knob, eliminating unnecessary

tuning. Both meters contain the same basic features and
capabilities.

searching when setting the manual range index. The 7270 isa

While these units are contemporary in design, many

solid-state, portable instrument, with an operator choice of

popular features from past units have been incorporated.
These units have manual gain control, which was useful in the

three different power sources—(1) built-in, rechargeable
nickel-cadmium batteries; (2) any 115V AC outlet; and

727 SLM, and percent modulation from the old 704 for hum
modulation measurements. Also, the easily read meter and

(3) any external 12 to 15V DC battery. This device provides
guaranteed accuracy to ±1.5 dB, with measurement ranges

attenuator system from SLIM have been incorporated.
New features such as the spectrum analyzer are offered

from 10 microvlts to 3volts in ten range steps.

with the SAM Iand are standard on SAM II. The internal
calibrator is standard on both.

The model 7271 is aSLM that has the same features as the
7270 with an important addition. This unit features a volt
ohmmeter with 60 volts full scale DC, 120 volts full scale AC
and 1000 ohms full scale. The meter circuit is completely

Sadelco
Sadelco carries several signal level meters ideal forsignalto-noise measurements. It continues to upgrade its DIGIT-

isolated from the FSM circuitry and fully protected against
overvoltage or other inadvertent connections.
Texscan also produces an installers signal level meter. The

LEVEL-100 Series SLMs. This unit has a unique display
window containing a half-inch three-digit LED readout and

model 797B is abattery-operated, portable and DC powered

provides a90 dB total range with 0.1 dB resolution.

double-balanced mixer and peak-detector measuring circuit.
Power is supplied by a 12V, 1.5 Ah rechargeable battery.

The digital dynamic range is 20 dB within any individual

instrument. The unit is atunable RF voltmeter, and features a

attenuator position, and all attenuators can be switched in 10
and 20 dB steps. The DIGIT-LEVEL-100 SLM has been touted
as one of the easiest meters to use.
The newest SLM from Sadelco is the model FS-733 B low
cost installers VHF plus superband signal level meter. This
meter has many features similar to Sadelco's FS-35C, and
maintains an accuracy of 2 dB. Its circuitry and attenuation
range have been tailored to provide the basic requirements for
the CATV installer at an economical price. This solid-state
unit is portable, lightweight and battery operated. The meter
reads directly in dBmV and microvolts to show exact signal
levels, and provides continuous coverage 54-216 MHz for
VHF, FM; and midband plus full superband coverage, 216-300
MHz.

Radiometers
Times Wire and Cable
Times Wire has introduced a new radiometer that
measures RF leakage from CATV drop cables in absolute
values. The new instrument yields separate figures forthe two
parameters of energy transfer that determine radiation into or
out of the drop cable.

VIDEO AND LOCAL
ORIGINATION
Texscan
Texscan manufactures a wide variety of signal level
meters. The model 7270 SLM is a high performance
instrument featuring a ten-position rotary attenuator. The
22 C-ED August '78

Laboratory Amplifiers
C-COR Electronics
C-COR's model 4375-C is aversatile laboratory amplifier
designed for use with video and VHF-RF signals.

It is

especially designed for 75-ohm systems and is used primarily

Frequency Counters

as alaboratory post-amplifier and foramplifying the output of
sweep signal generators in sweeping cable or systems. The
unit provides a total gain of up to 60 dB and has aminimum
dynamic range of 47 dB atanygain setting and full bandwidth.
The 12 channel cross modulation is better than -60 dB at +50
dBmV output with 60 dB of gain.
The model 4375-C consists of the case, power supply and
two 30 dB gain modules with an attenuator between the
modules. The unit is intended for use as asingleamplifier, but
the pre-amplifier and post-amplifier modules can be operated
simultaneously and independently.
Wide Band Engineering
WBE's models A56 and

A57

are

broadband

balun

transformer type RD IN -RF OUT impedance bridges with the
unknown port balanced against a reference termination.
Return loss is read directly as insertion loss through the
bridge. This method may be preferable to simpler resistordiode (RF IN-DC OUT) bridges since models A56 and A57
function independently of input level and do not require
diode square law corrections, special scope graticules and
calibrated mismatches.

Mid State
The CM-20M is a compact, high speed digital frequency
counter designed specifically for CATV applications. This
solid-state unit provides for external DC operation (12V) and
has an optional rechargeable battery pack that provides four
hours of portable operation. The internal battery charger
incorporates overcharge protection circuitry and enables the
CM-20M to operate from an AC line as the battery is being
charged.
Texscan
The highly accurate TFC-7 tuned frequency counter is a
broadband preselector/stripper developed for CATV proofof-performance measurements. It provides precise count
accuracies in fully loaded 36-channel systems, and allows
reliable frequency measurements at any test point in the
system down to -5 dBmV input level. Intercarrier spacing is
measured at the push of a button, and adigital LED readout
provides convenient frequency tuning. The TFC-7 has an RF
output capability of +40 dBmV and provides adetected video
output of 4 MHz bandwidth.

RF Comparators
Arvin
Arvin offers a unique RF switch that requires DC current
only during the switching interval. The 601B-DC coaxial
relay switch features absolute indication of cable selection
and terminates unused input internally. Bandwidth is DC to
300 MHz, isolation between cables is 90 dB, and impedance
is 75 ohms.
Texscan
The TC-2-7F RF coaxial switch is an electronically
controlled switching unit that provides simultaneous test and
reference traces on an oscilloscope for measurement by
comparison. Manual switching is also provided to select
individual traces.
This RF coaxial comparator consists of two basic units
mounted one on top of the other for convenient bench use or
may be separated for rack mounting purposes. The upper unit
houses the solid-state driver circuitry and controls. A three
position function switch is used, and aphase control allows
the 50 or 60 Hz line frequency to be placed in phase with the
sweep signal.

Directional Couplers
Wide Band Engineering
A73 series directional couplers from WBE are of reciprocal
hybrid ferrite circuitry, featuring broad bandwidth with good
directivity and flatness. Some general applications for the A73
series are line monitoring, power measurements and load
source isolator.

Signal Generators

Wide Band Engineering
Model A49 is a totally solid-state, dual channel RF
comparator for comparison of gain, loss and impedance with

Wavetek
The model 3001 signal generator is a rugged, solid-state

an attenuator or master reference. This is atechnique used in

unit designed to offer measurement convenience when
testing receiver sensitivity, antenna gain, channel selectivity,

the more advanced network analyzers. The model A49 has the
stability and high isolation required for measuring insertion
loss in steps of .01 dB to SRL and shielding effectiveness
testing

beyond

-80 dB.

With

both

ports

balanced,

signal-to-noise ratio; and the gain bandwidth and
transmission line characteristics of passive and active
components.
The design of the 3001 is based on a crystal-controlled
oscillator that serves as a stable frequency source for the

measurement error can be reduced to that of the standard
alone without compensating for errors resulting from dual
trace scopes, detector tracking, scale accuracy, linearity,

derivation of various reference frequencies. These reference

drift, etc.
The frequency range is 1-500 MHz with 50 or 75 ohms

frequencies are heterodyned with phase-locked voltage
controlled oscillators that enable the 3001 to provide high

impedance. Isolation is 45 dB min. at 300 MHz, 50 dB per

stability signals to an accuracy of 0.001 percent over its

switch typical, and loss is 1dB per switch typical.

specified 1MHz to 520 MHz range.
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Oscilloscopes
Tektronix
The

model

442

dual

trace

oscilloscope

is

a high-

performance portable unit. The DC to 35 MHz frequency
response (10 ns risetime) provides the bandwidth needed to
troubleshoot most logic circuits. Its high 2mV/div sensitivity
allows the operator to display and measure low level signals.
Calibrated sweepspeed range is from 10 ns/div to 0.5 s/div,
using the 21 step calibrated dial and a10X magnifier. The high,
150 mV external trigger sensitivity permits the user to trigger
on TTL levels when a 10X probe is required to minimize
capacitive loading.
Typical applications include production line testing and
servicing of digital equipment as well as communicationsand
telemetry equipment.

MICROWAVE AND
SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS
Bandpass Filters
Texscan
Texscan's tunable bandpass filter series covers a
frequency range from 48 MHz to 400 MHz with any single
model covering more than an octave. These units are
available with either athree or five section response, and have
a3dB bandwidth of 5percent or 3percent with low insertion
loss values from 0.2 dB through 1.5 dB. VSWR is less than
1.5:1.
Wavetek
Wavetek's series 5200 tunable bandpass filters are used
extensively where wideband noise or harmonic rejection is
required, and for specific channel selection in diplexers and
multiplexer applications.
These direct reading tunable bandpass filters cover the 30
MHz to 2GHz frequency range in six octave band units. All are
capacitively tuned iris-coupled four-section filters with five
percent 3 dB bandwidths and have typical 30 dB/3 dB form
factors of 2.2.Insertion loss is less than 1.0 dB and power rating
is aminimum of 60 watts. C-ED

Texscan
Texscan features the model DU-720 large-screen
oscilloscope for sweep/signal applications requiring alarge,
easy-to-read display with low-frequency X-Y performance.
This instrument, complete with vertical and horizontal
deflection amplifiers, incorporates a 12-inch CRT with a P7
phosphor. Four calibrated vertical sensitivity ranges are
provided: 1mV, 10 mV, 100 mV and 1volt per division.

Directory of Test Equipment Manufacturers
Arvin Systems Inc., 1771 Springfield Street, Dayton, Ohio
45403, (513) 258-2181.
Avantek, Inc., 3175 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, California
95051, (408) 249-0700.
C-COR Electronics, Inc., 60 Decibel Road, State College,
Pennsylvania 16801, (814) 238-2461.
ComSonics, Inc., P.O. Box 1106, Harrisonburg, Virginia
22801, (703) 434-5965.
Fluke Manufacturing Company, P.O. Box 43210, Mountlake
Terrace, Washington 98043, (206) 774-2211.
Mid State Communications, 174 South First, Beech Grove,
Indiana 46107, (317) 787-9426.
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Sadelco, Inc., 299 Park Avenue, Weehawken, New Jersey
07087, (201) 866-0912.
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97077,
(503) 644-0161.
Texscan

Corporation, 2446 North Shadeland Avenue,

Indianapolis, Indiana 46219, (317) 357-8781.
Times Wire and Cable Company, 358 Hall Avenue, Wallingford, Connecticut 06492, (203) 265-2361.
Wavetek Indiana, Inc., 66 North First Avenue, Beech Grove,
Indiana 46107, (317) 783-3221.
Wide Band Engineering Company, Inc., P.O. Box 21652,
Phoenix, Arizona 85036, (602) 254-1570.

The Tracers
Both detect
RF leakage, but
which one is best
for your needs?

Is RF leakage in your CAN
cable system exceeding FCC
limits? Is it an indication of
present or potential mechanical
failure which could result in
costly repairs or FCC violations?
Get the answers promptly with
VITEK's compact Tracer* (TR-1) or
Tracer* (TR-2) RF Detection Receivers. Both locate and measure
leakage and determine whether
radiation exceeds FCC limits. They
provide early warning of hairline
cracks in expansion loops, loose
connectors, leakage from electrical
equipment housings, trunks and
feeders due to loose covers or corrosion ... typical leakage problems.

No separate transmitter required.
Both receivers operate with any
cable TV video or pilot carrier.
Both are rugged, self-contained,
powered by rechargeable batteries,
offer acrystal controlled local
oscillator with front panel frequency trim adjustment and many
other features.

•The Tracer is atrademark of Vitek Electronics, Inc.

The "Tracer" Model TR-1

The "Tracer" Model TR-2

is acalibrated receiver system which
assures absolute compliance with FCC
regulated radiation limits. Its 40 dB
logged scale is accurate to -±1 dB.

is an economical field unit that can
detect and locate RF leakage and can
measure radiation with sufficient
accuracy for general trouble
shooting. Ni -Cad batteries provide
up to 15 hours of use on asingle
charge. Includes AC adapter/charger.
Weighs only 1.5 lbs.

The system includes tuned dipole
antenna with magnetic base, head
phones and AC adapter/charger. Gell
Cell batteries provide up to 50 hours
of operation on a single charge.
Weight: only 5lbs.

"Tracer" TR-2 ... for locating
RF leaks Only $300 ea.
"Tracer" TR-1 ... to keep the FCC
off your back. Only $550 ea.
We think you'll want them both.
The Tracers are built by VITEK,
recognized for quality and reliability
throughout the industry.
To order or for additional
information, call or write:
Instruments Division,
VITEK Electronics, Inc.
200 Wood Avenue,
Middlesex, N.J. 08846
(201) 469-9400

VITEK

The

Management/
Technology

Partnership
By Jim Emerson

performance and reliability, as bought,

Northern CATV Distributors, Inc.

also influence capital expenditure. In
humanistic terms, since a man cannot

Manlius, New York

expenditure and maximum monthly
profit over the initial franchise term are
the surest means to marginal service
and loss of the franchise in a

efficiently serve two "masters," techs
should normally report to their chief for
both job-related and administrative

sky oriented extremes obtain fantastic

manager, whether you like it or not. You
manage your men, yourequipment,the

purposes.

service together with fantastic

The broadband technology is so

monetary losses, resulting in failure

maintenance function and most likely,
take part in purchase, construction and

complex and fast-changing as to
require more than usual dedication just

before the first franchise term expires.

acquisition decisions. How good a
manager you are of manpower material
and expense is fast becoming as
important (if not moreso) than how
good atechnologist you are. Once you
accept these facts, you are obligated to
give your role as technical manager
some heavy thought.

to keep-up. The impact of decisions
in technological areas is so closely

Ifyou're asystem engineer, chief tech,
or foreman, then you're also a

The CATV industry would not exist
without its service-enabling technology. There would be no business,
nothing to manage. Too, the technology of CATV is muchtoocomplexto
"manage" in conventional terms; i.e. an
MBA degree buys you half (or less) of
needed CATV system management
capability. It is quiteapparentthen,that
there must be a "partnership" of
management at system level, at least
until many more dual-qualified
technical managers are provided.
Over many years of observation, it
has become abundantly clear that
some of the best run and most profitable

intertwined with considerations of
profit and return-on-investment that it
is pragmatically impossible to separate
technology and management into
discrete disciplines. Under the current,
general division of authority in some
CATV plants and companies, there
appears to be attitudes of diverse, even
diametrically opposed technical and
management objectives. In the
extreme, chief techs and managers
view each other as barely tolerable,
necessary evils.

subsequent term. Other lofty and blue-

As in any other service business, an
intelligent balance must be achieved
between expenditure, quality/quantity
of service and profitability. In CATV, it is
evidently nearly impossible to
accomplish this balance without
technically-oriented management and
management-oriented technologists.
This is a goal which all system
personnel must strive for.
You see, managers, or the "bosses"
are not your enemiesorjust plain rotten
money-grubbing people. You have a
common goal; the success of the CATV
system. You have other common
objectives too, which you may not have

Some managers feel that if only the
"maintenance" people did their job
better and for less pay that the system
would somehow become more

considered; e.g. your continued
employment in a stable workforce,

profitable. Some chief techs feel that

is to help top management understand
how technical matters affect these
objectives. At best, it's your job to
ensure that the technology employed

the manager should stick to his (or
her) clerical duties and "books" and let
the techs makethe important, technical

reliable plant equipment and profitable
new services. Your job, at the very least,

systems are those managed in the main

decisions. Of course, both attitudes are
wrong. It is not the managers' function

matches business objectives.

by technologists who are also

to cut "needless" technical expense

managers in the truest sense. Closely
following in efficiency are systems in

and manpower to the bone. And it is not
the chief techs duty to employ every

T

which technical management is at least
on a par with "office" management; a

single new piece of hardware to
advance the "state-of-the-art." It is, of

neo partnership arrangement. Notably,

new test equipment) you must makethe

course, the charter of all system

move. Nearly as common as mathe-

he manager often can't "speak"

technology and more often, the
chief tech can't "speak" business. To
obtain more responsibility (much less,

poorly run systems are often those in

personnel to deliver the best service for

which

matics,

the least cost to ensure continuance of

"language." It is much more beneficial

distinctly subservient decision-making

the

position, often beneath an insecure and

return-on-investment. Thus, it behooves both technologists and

for you to gain business acumen than
vice-versa. Practically speaking, the

the chief tech

is

kept

in a

barely competent "manager." This
latter scheme has failed miserably
because it is wrong to segregate purely
technical function from business form.
Good technical procedures do impact
operating expense. Equipment
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highest

permissible

profit

and

administrators to constantly explore
what is cost-effective in these terms.

"business" is a universal

manager or administrator has enough
new things to learn regarding rapidly

Top management of many systems
and companies have found out, the

changing regulations, marketing and
administrative procedures to expect
him (or her) to learn an entire

hard

technology as well.

way,

that

absolute

minimum

Trends today dictate that a CATV

time. The industry is growing up fast

greatest

weaknesses

system really has two managers, or

and you must grow with it or be cast

budgeting,

planning,

management

aside, at best, into a role with less

accounting

"partnership," an

in.

Study

marketing,

(principles),

basic

manpower

marketing mana-

responsibility and less compensation.

and material control, human relations

ger, plus an operations and technical

In short, if you want to advance and to

and finance. Sound too "far-out" or too

manager. In more sophisticated cable

improve your situation, or even keep-

tough? So be it. Some folks like bench

plants, this system works eminently

up over the next several years, you

maintenance,

well. Each set of skills complements

must

or some other fragment of the total

the other and delegation of authority

ment training.

and responsibility functions smoothly.

Traditional

administrative and

improve yourself via manage-

balancing,

installation

technical job. Some would rather "let
"put-down" situations,

George do it" when it comes to decision

these

where the system manager (so-called)

making. Well always need these folks,

diverse functions is good mangement

dominates the chief techs' every move

but big opportunities will seldom

practice and a thorough understanding

and ignores his every suggestions, are

knock at their door. It has to do with

of basic business principles.

fast disappearing. If you live in this

reward matching risk and effort.

The

common

bond

between

The current trends are based upon

archaic

environment,

you

need

to

More

companies

every

year

are

the dire (and very real) shortage of
experienced technical personnel and

improve your management capabili-

recognizing this need for management

ties

the temporary

skills as well as keeping up with the

the ever-more complex nature of a

stalemate

your management

technical changes as they occur. Thus,

CATV system. New hires for chief tech
and chief engineer positions are

practice. Technicians should also be

more companies are approving and

preparing

encouraging such scholastic endea-

finding
placed

more and more emphasis
on

management

experience

too,

in

spite
in

of

for decision

making in a

business environment. Surely you'll be

vor.

a chief someday soon?

partial tuition assistance plans. Even if

Many

companies

have

full

or

your company does not at present, ask

and training. If you occupy (or intend

So, where do you get all this new

to occupy) either position, you are (or

knowledge and professionalism? Start

your boss. Chances are that he's aware

will be) a manager. Many chief techs

with your local community college or

of the trend (and the severe manpower

have sort of stumbled into their present

university extension. Take at least one

crunch) and will

institute such a

position and have learned to function

course in "Understanding Management," "Introduction to Management"

program,

you

informal basis. However it's necessary

learning method alone is as likely to

or "Management for Line Supervisors."
Then, take as many courses as you can

dual-capability technical manager for

instill bad habits and procedures via

handle

the good cf your future. Do it! (-ED

and thrive the hard way, by direct onthe-job experience. Unfortunately, this

in

the areas you found the

or

help

on

a more

though, get on your way to becoming a

expediency, as it is to result in correct
conclusions and good

management

techniques. It's a real tribute to most
chief techs' (and managers') common
sense that the industry functions as
well as it does.
A chief tech today must be able to
relate the cost of new hardware vs. its
reliability and cost of maintenance. He
(or she) must be able to design and
implement procedures for construction, installation and maintenace that
observe

the

need

for operating

economy. Technological characteristics must be translated into budgetary
data so that adequate marketing and
financial planning can assure business
success. For instance, the addition of
pay-TV to a good, working cable TV
plant

must

be

profitable.

Not so

obvious is the fact that hardware and
delivery-concept

selection

can make or break profitability. The
system

With primary experience in electronic product manufacturing.

The successful candidate will have a complete knowledge of
methods engineering for preparation of components, assembly
cost estimating, time standard procedures, cost reduction,
printed circuit design and plant layout.
This individual will help establish, organize and staff a new
manufacturing and engineering department for the production
of specialized products for the Cable Television Industry.
For the right individual, this is an exceptional growth opportunity. A minimum requirement will include a BSEE degree,
with at least 5years complete charge manufacturing engineering
experience with an established electronic products manufacturer.
Mail resume with salary history in total confidence
D. Edelman or call directly for an immediate interview.

to

together

with employment of correct procedure
"traditional"

4

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING

manager

is

ill

CATV DIVISION

equipped to make such decisions. It is
the

technologist's

role

to

translate

decision-enabling data into business
terms so that a mutually satisfactory
and

profitable solution

can

be

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.

50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.Y., 10462
TEL. (212) 892-1000 / 892-6700
An equal opportunity employer

obtained.
If these management responsibilities are not yours now, just give it
C-ED August '78 27

People
This issue of C-ED introduces anew
monthly department for engineers and
technicians on the move.
* Charles J. Rothers, president and
treasurer of WGN Electronic Systems
Company, subsidiary of WGN Continental Broadcasting Company of
Chicago, has been named director of

be responsible for the total business
management of the venture. BroadCom communications networks are

Telephone & Electronics Corporation,
has been announced by the company.
Enders will have worldwide responsi-

distribution

provide

bility for directing and coordinating all

multiple services such as digital data
from computer systems, analog

systems

which

product development activities for the
group.

signals from instrumentation, audio
and video transmission.

* Gordon T. (Pete) Moss has joined
Communications Properties, Inc. as

engineerng and development of the

project manager of River City Cable

WGN Continental Station Group. He
retains the cable company presidency.

TV, Inc. Moss will be responsible for
overseeing

all

phases

of

the

pre-

operating system that will serve
Louisville, Kentucky.

* James Oldham has been appointed general manager of the Meadowlands Communications Systems, Inc.

Prior to joining CPI, Moss worked

Lyndhurst, New Jersey cable television system. Oldham has been
assigned to Meadowlands by Comcast

for American Television and Communications Corp. as a project coordinator based in Orlando, Florida. He

Corp., the company that will build and

has worked in many of the technical

operate the 200-mile system that is to

areas of cable television, from con-

serve East Newark and Kearney in
West Hudson and North Arlington,

struction and microwave, to service
and field audits.

Lyndhurst, Rutherford, East Rutherford and Carlstadt in South Bergen.
* George F. Benton has been
named
Jerrold

manager of BroadCom for
Electronics Corporation, a

wholly-owned subsidiary of General
Instrument Corporation. Benton will

* Cablecom-General, Inc. has
announced that Ross Moerman,
presently director of marketing for the

George F. Benton
* The appointment of William H.
Enders to the newly-created position

company's Modesto, California cableTV system has accepted the position of

of vice president/product planning and
development for the GTE Consumer

general manager for their system in
Joplin, Missouri.

Electronics Group, a part of General

Radiation Monitoring
Mid State offers two systems that meet new FCC monitoring requirements. The ST-1 "Cuckoo" with
its proven reliability is now an industry standard. A low cost FM radio is used as areceiver to patrol for
leaks. The ST-1C is acrystal controlled version for use with the new CR -1 crystal controlled receiver.
Write or call for complete details.

ST-1 $295

CR -1 $100

ST-1C $395

IINGINAL TIRANORATTER
MOOS.

St-IC
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SIGNAL LEVEL METERS • CALIBRATORS
RADIATION &FREQUENCY INSTRUMENTATION

C OMMUNICATIONS, INC. 174 S. FIRST AVE., BEECH GROVE,IND. 317-787-9426
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Out of Sync

•

Q

segments. Go through and check, in aroutine manner, those
The

problem

I

have is in my two-way
sub-low system. When

parts of the system having the lowest level going through

channels Iget distortion on the return
channels. As Iincrease

them.

the levels of the for-

A

gets

highest levels going through them and working down tothose

I put on the forward

ward channels, the distortion in the return
channels

parts of the system common to both the forward and return
paths, starting with those parts of the system that have the

worse. What's my problem?

The problem is that there are some devices in thesystem

that are common to both the forward path and the return path,
acting as a "non-linear diode". The forward channels are

causing beat components which fall into the return path and
are coming back in the return path as beats. This is called
common band beat interference. The type of thing that can
cause this problem is ashorted toloroid coil in atap, passive
device or feedermaker. This can even be caused by a loose,
corroded connection, particularly where the level of the
forward channels is very high. The coil itself could be shorted
to the core material, dueto poor insulation on the coil wire and
poor coil core material.
The correction for this kind of a problem is to isolate the
system into segments such that you are dealing with small

CI

What are the differences between a switching power
supply and aseries pass power supply?

A

While they both have good regulation and low ripple,
switching supply is basically more efficient. With increasing
input voltages, the series pass supply dissipates the excess
voltage inside the unit, increasing the internal temperature.
The switching supply regulates by changing the duty cycle
of the switching device and does not dissipate any more
power than at lower voltage.
Less power consumption in the switching supply results in
lower system power bills. Because of the high switching
frequency, the switching supply's filter components are
smaller.
The switching supply automatically adjusts for input
voltage variations anywhere in the system caused by system
characteristics or by temperature changes, day or night or
seasonal.

TRIPLECROWN ELECTRONICS, INC.
SIGNAL SOURCE—Model TCS 1800
A laboratory necessity for serious
amplifier evaluation and system
design. Provides 8 CW or square
wave modulated carriers for fast,
reliable check of inter-modulation
and cross-modulation performance
throughout the complete spectrum
of CATV broadband amplifiers.
The modulation frequency is 15.75
kHz (internal) or 10-100 kHz
external. Up to 4TCS-1800 sources
may be combined to provide 32
channels of simulated operation.
Write or call for full details.
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32 channel system simulator (4 x TCS 1800)

42 Racine Road, Rexdale, Ontario M9W 2Z3
Telephone (416) 743-1481
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'...accurate, functional and a
pleasure to use... almost too
good to be true." Tvezbuenr/uetns

It's true.
The Avantek SL-300 Signal Level Meter.
The Optimum Combination —Digital Frequency
Display, Analog Level Display
Indicates frequency from 4.5 to 300 MHz on a 3 digit
LED display —no confusion. Indicates signal levels
from -40 to +60 dBmV on a 20 dB true logarithmic
meter scale—easy to see slow level variations.

The SL-300 is a professional instrument packaged in
g weatherproof field case and powered from its internal rechargeable battery pack or any external 12
VDC source. To extend the SL-300 capabilities, interchangeable plug-in modules are available,
including:

No Compromise Sync Peak/CW Level Detector
A unique sample-and-nold detector actually locks
onto video sync peaks or CW carrier levels—
accurate to ±1 dB and unaffected by video content.

AC-DC Voltmeter

Calibrated for sine or squarewave AC (RMS) for measuring
system power, and for DC to
check amplifier test points.

Built-In Calibrator
On a frosty morning or blazing afternoon, readings
are always consistent, repeatable and accurate. The
SL-300 can be calibrated in a few moments in the
field or on the bench and the internal calibrator is
accurate within ±0.1 dB, -10 to +120 °F.

Spectrum Analyzer

Displays any portion of the CATV
spectrum on a service scope, and
includes front-panel sweep width
and scan rate controls.

Stability Monitor

Drives a chart recorder to produce a permanent record of
system signal levels. A built-in
timer can make unattended periodic measurements at 15 minute
to 4 hour intervals.

UHF Converter

Adds full 470 to 890 MHz coverage, channels 14 through 83.

Built-In Hum Level Meter
Measures 0.1% to 10% system hum level directly
without additional equipment or special set-up —
±1 dB overall accuracy.
Delivery of the SL-300 is stock to 30 days.

For a technical data sheet and a copy of the TVC staff feature which describes how the SL-300 performed in their
actual field tests, write or call Avantek or your closest representative.
Avantek Representatives
Complete CATV
Engineering Services
Mo., KS, IL, IN, IA, AR,
TX, OK, CO, N.M., WY, —
(314) 227-3212

Corn Se Sales Corporation
GA, N.C., SC., AL, MS,
TN, LA — (404) 963-7870.
FL — (813)371-3444

Jerry Conn Associates
Pa, OH, W.V., Va., Md.,
DE — (7171263-8258

Dynacomm
CATV Services Company
N.Y., N.J., CT, MA, R.I., CA, NV, — (415)651-4331
N.H. — (914) 699-0990

Avantek 3175 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051
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(408) 249-0700

System Profile
TV via Fiberoptics

the connections. The optical transmitter is an input voltageto

By Toni Barnett

output power coupling. At the receiving end, the photon

Managing Editor

current arriving is converted back to electron flow and is

A Rediffusion

thereby possible to recover the original drive.
The transmitting LED is run at 40 percent of maximum

output optical power converter and uses an infra red light
emitting diode attached to ashort lensed fiber, maximizing

Dial-a-Program system recently installed in
Arnhem, Holland, is thefirst cableTV system anywhere in

the world to include the use of glass fiber to carry atelevision
signal directly into ahome. This is anew development on an
installation which has been in operation since the beginning
of 1978 using copper cable to 400 homes.
Dial-a-Program in Arnhem, developed by Rediffusion and
now being operated by Delta Kabel By., is the prototype of
the ultimate in communications systems. It offers almost
unlimited channel capacity. Each home has two direct
connections to an exchange fed by aprimary cable network
which can be increased in capacity as the need arises. Access
to normal TV services is via atouch button pad without the
need for stations selection on the TV set. Included are stereo
radio programs. Access to additional services, community
TV, etc., will be possible and some, if required, can be on a
subscription basis. The twelve programs which can be made
available to subscribers in Arnhem currently include five TV
programs from Holland and Germany while the remaining
channels can be used for other TV programs and information
services.
The signal transmitted is on an HF carrier at 8.9 MHz with
full lower sideband, taken from the existing Rediffusion Dial-

rated power to prolong its life in exposed installations,
coupling up to 100NW into the subscriber fibers, and 10NW
into the trunk fiber. A short sectior of fiberwith alensed end is
secured in close proximity to the emitting surface and abutt
joint to the main fiber is made to this on a grooved copper
block using magnetic clamps. The wavelength of the emitted
light is 90nm in the near infra-red. Because the FM TV sound
signal is also carried, special circuits have been incorporated
to compensate for the third order distortion of the LED.
The Cables
• The trunk cable by TCL contains four separate
graded index fibers of 50 microns core diameter, overall
diameter 120 microns and 0.13NA. The fibers have
exceptionally low transmission loss-3 dB/km and high
bandwidth-600 MHz/km. The fibers are protected
from micro-scratches by atough varnish and carried in
a 2.5mm duct in a5mm diameter polyethylene sheath.
Two 22 SWG hard drawn copper strength members are
also included.

A-Program system which is linked to about 400 homes, and is

• The subscriber cable manufactured by BICC
contains two fibers of step index construction with a
pure silica core of 120 micron diameter, clad in clear

owned

Rediffusion

silicone, polymerized in asitu to give atheoretical NA of

licensees, in Arnhem, Holland.
The emphasis in this installation is not only to prove that
optical fibers can be used for the final connection into the

0.34 and aloss over the 250 meters of about 12 dBs. The
fibers are carried in arectangular duct and protected by

home, but also to show that this can be achieved with com-

overall dimensions 6mm x3mm.

and

operated

by

Delta Kabel

B.V.,

two 0.7mm coppered steel strength members to give

ponents and fiberoptic cables only a fraction of the costs of
those in most fiberoptics systems currently under evaluation
for other purposes.
In this installation, threefiberoptic cables are used: thefirst
in asection of trunk route connecting the aerial site to aDAP
exchange; the other two running from this DAP exchange,
one to a receiver in aprivate house and the other for display
purposes back up the trunk route to theaerial site wherethere
is a display room. This means that on selected channels the
entire route from the aerial site to the subscriber is run in
optical fiber cables. Each section is approximately 250m long.

The Optical Receivers
The subscriber and trunk receivers include the same basic'
detector and electronic circuits but are packaged differently
and with different output arrangements. Using a detected
current of 2-3NA they produce a good quality picture
approaching EBU grade 1. In the receiver a silicon PIN
photodiode is used with an FET input stage.
The trunk receiver feeds a distribution amplifier directly
while the subscriber receiver output is frequency changed to
a VHF channel to feed the normal TV input. The coppered
steel conductors are used for line powering of the

The Routes
During the cable laying operation for the main DAP
installation, one-inch polythene ducts were laid in the
trenches so that when the fiberoptic cable became available, it

subscriber's inverter so that the signal can feed anormal TV
set, and in the opposite direction, to carry the FSK button the
dialer signals to the exchange to initiate program selection.

was easily drawn in by Delta Kabel technicians. The
subscriber's cable is looped through the subscriber's

The Future
Since in this installation all signal paths from the aerial to

connection posts which serve groups of six or 12 subscribers
along the route but otherwise is buried about one meter deep

the subscriber's home use optical fibers, the aim of an "all-

in sandy earth below pavements.
The Transmitters
The transmitters for both trunk and subscriber
connections are similar, differing only in the arrangement of

glass" installation has been achieved. It is hoped that the
growing demand for optical fibersystems will make it possible
to obtain these medium technology components or their
equivalent at afraction of their present price. To this end the
transmitter assemblies on the transmitter panel in the DAP
kiosk are in interchangeable modular form.
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If we didn't deliver
extra-distance
gas injected poly,
someone else might
be number one.
Introducing One Inch 'Lumifoam
Unlike other companies who merely
talk about super low loss cable, Times
delivers. Here is One Inch 'Lumifoam ifi
with attenuation of .720 db/100 max @
300 MHz. This is the inch that translates

into many more yards between amplifiers.
You wanted this premier size in
'Lumifoam ifi so we perfected it, coupling
the best electricals in the business to
the proven mechanical characteristics
of smaller sized lumifoam LILA
construction which makes it easier to
strip, while maintaining immunity to
moisture migration.
Call us for as much One Inch
'Lumifoam III as you want. Nobody works
harder to stay number one than the
company that is number one.

Times Wire &Cable

The #1Coaxial Cable Company
358 Hall Avenue,Wallingford, CT 06492
(203) 265-2361,TWX:710-476-0763

In Canada 5215 Rue De La Savane St Montreal Que (514)341-7440

DIVISION OF TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
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New Brochure Describes Varian's Photodetection Equipment
Varian Associates has published a colorful 12-page brochure describing its

LxcclIcilcc in 1-'11(_-1L) L_-- L_-clkIl
III-V CATHODE AND HIGH SPEED PHOTOMULTIPLIERS

wide array of photodetection equipment.
The free booklet, entitled "Excellence in Photodetection" provides up-to-date
information on Varian's high speed detectors, low speed tubes, optical receiver
systems and photocathode materials. It details the specifications and operation
of Varian's static crossed field photomultipliers, all electrostatic field
photomultipliers, low dark current photomultipliers, and two newer products for
spectroscopy and high speed signal detection: the 18mm GaAs photocathode
end window PMT, and the microchannel PMT respectively.
The brochure may be obtained free of charge by contacting: Derek Wilcox,
Varian LSE Division, 601 California Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304, (415)
493-4000.

VIZ Publishes 1978 Test Instruments Catalogs
VIZ test Instuments Group of VIZ Manufacturing Company, has made
available two new catalogs.
The eight-page short-form catalog highlights 36 popular VIZ instruments.
The 44-page full-line catalog provides complete specifications and technical
information on more than 55 VIZ products, including oscilloscopes; probes;
testers; and test instrument accessories. Many of the products featured in the
catalogs are new and appear in print for the first time.
The catalogs can be requested from Robert Liska, VIZ Test Instruments
Group, VIZ Mfg. Company, 335 E. Price Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144,
(215) 844-2626.

New brochure from Varian Associates.
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Available at major .
CATV Distributors

sadeico, Inc

The only DIGITAL
dB READOUT SLM's
in the Industry.
Call or write for free color brochure
on all of our Digital SLM's

299 Park Avenue, Weehawken, New Jersey 07087 /201-866-0912
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THE 0111TDIP
OF ITS KM

MNSIURE SEALED êt
CIMMSNM RESISTANT
AND ONLY $7.25 (5.501
No other tap provides this protection:
• Baked-on, Polyurethane Finish plus aTotally Water Sealed Assembly
• Patented Non-Shearing Center Seizure Mechanism • Modular • 5-300 MHz
• Eye-level Center Seizure Connections • *With astandard irridite finish

A FWNM CATV
ARVIN SYSTEMS, INC. An Arvin industries Subsidiary
4490 Old Columbus Road, N.W., Carroll, Ohio 43112 • 614/756-9211

For Delivery
—Call

Cablevision Equipment Company
Garland, TX 75042
214-272-8551

Comm-Plex Electronics
Montreal, Quebec CANADA H4P1V4
514-341-7440

Signal Vision, Inc.
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
714-586-3196

Emjay Electronics
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
215-461-0353

ComSE Sales Corp.
Lawrenceville, GA 30245
404-963-7870

...AND NOW, THE ONLY
WEATHER MACHINE OF ITS KIND
1

GIVE YOUR SUBSCRIBERS
INSTANTANEOUS TV WEATHER WATCHING
ARVIN's TEL-WEATHER'' adds a new color video dimension to your weather channel. This new
product receives continuous facsimile information 24-hours-a-day via telephone line from the
National Weather Service in your area. Your subscribers can now view instantaneous movement

of

stormA
s.

Ft‘_f_ILI/cATV

Arvin Systems, Inc. An Arvin Industries Subsidiary
4490 Old Columbus Road, N.W., Carroll, Ohio 43112 • 614/756-9211

For Delivery
—Call

Cablevision Equipment Company
Garland, TX 75042
214-272-8551

Comm-Plex Electronics
Montreal, Quebec CANADA H4P1V4
514-341-7440

Signal Vision, Inc.
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
714-586-3196

Emjay Electronics
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
215-461-0353

ComSE Sales Corp.
Lawrenceville, GA 30245
404-963-7870

International Comments

Cable TV in Europe

3;000-subscriber

MATV-type

network

in

Hillerod.

constructed by North American Philips in 1975, as well as an
experimental system constructed in conjunction with the

The August issue of C-ED brings you aconcise roundup
of the status of cable TV in Europe. For more information on

telephone company in Jetland to explore the use of cable
television in Denmark.

what's going on abroad, see the July31 international issue of
C-ED's sister publication CableVision.

Norway, Sweden and Finland

Austria
North American Philips, in conjunction with the Viennese
government, will begin construction in September '78 of
what will be one of the largest cable televison systems in the
world, a $6 million project to be located in Vienna. The first

CATV is still quite limited in the Scandinavian countries.
The largest cable system in Scandinavia is a 40,000subscriber system in Oslo, Norway. Additional programming
was a primary reason for the development of CATV in that
country. Until the early 1970s, Norway had only one national
television station and three radio channels. Cable systems

phase of the system, which is expected to be a five-year

such as "Janco" were established, connecting as many as

project, will begin transmitting programming by December

25,000 subscribers to a single antenna situated in prime
locations. In general, the average wired systems in Norway
serve only 1,000-2,000 subscribers.

of this year. Plans call for 2,000 miles of CATV plant and the
number of subscribers is expected to reach approximately
half a million. The mandatory installation will be between
$150-$200, and the average monthly rate will be $7 in
equivalent American dollars. The system will have a UHFVHF network and aUHF trunk up to 300 MHz. The system will
distribute VHF-UHF with aconversion centerthroughout the
city,the UHF being directly in the set. Trunk lines will be provided by North American Philips' Magnavox equipment and the
remaining equipment will come from Philips' European
manufacturers. Initially, the system will offer five channels,
and upon completion will be capable of bringing in 24
European channels. The system wi il be 100 percent
underground and great importance is being placed on the
fact that whatever is dug up will be totally restored so as to
not disturb any of the city's historical
atmosphere.

landmarks or

Belgium

Switzerland
Switzerland displays one of the highest levels of
penetration of CATV in Europe with 16 percent of the
nation's TV viewing households with connection rates of 60 to
90 percent in the areas of most systems. There are twelve
Swiss systems, however, with more than 5,000 subscribers
each. The largest CATV system in Switzerland is
Rediffusions network in Zurich, which serves more than
120,000 subscribers. Plans for Switzerland's largest cable
system—and with projections for 500,000 subscribers, one
of the largest in the world—are being implemented in
Lausanne.
Decentralized organization exists in Switzerland because
the country recognizes several official languages (German,
French and Italian), and each language group maintains its
own production studios and staff to create programs
directed toward the needs and interests of its citizens. The
various programs are transmitted to the different language

Belgium currently has the most extensive systems in
Europe in terms of the number of subscribers served by
single companies. Over 40 percent of homes with TV in
Belgium are cable subscribers. Most systems vary from 4,500

techniques. The individual programs are coordinated under

to 21,000 subscribers. Additional franchises under single
companies have been granted for the near future.

the direction of a recognized
administration.

The area around Liege is a hilly region where residents
could previously receive only one of the two national Belgian

West Germany

television channels. Following the 1968 construction of the
"Teledis" cable system, subscribers could choose from ten
channels, including two channels each from Germany,

areas from separate antennas, though all channels within the
country

use

similar equipment and
central

broadcasting
broadcasting

Though VHF-only systems were favored in Germany in
the early days, VHF/UHF techniques have been adopted in
recently constructed private networks. Between 1972 and

France, Netherlands and Luxembourg. One of the largest

1976 a dozen private cable networks were constructed with

single cable television companies in Europe is Coditel,

subscriber counts ranging from 1,800 to 4,800 in cities such

located in Brussels, which claims over 100,000 subscribers.
The company began operations in 1961 and has since

as Dusseldorf, Hannover, the Olympic Village in Munich,
Wolfsburg and Perlach.
Rather than having asingle broadcasting administration,
each of the nine German states produces its own programs

expanded to cities in Switzerland, France and Luxembourg.
Denmark
Denmark revealed its initial thoughts pertaining to CATV

in separate studios and submits them to a federal
coordinating body known as the Arbeitsgemeinschaft der

in an order issued by the Ministry of Public Works under the

offentlich-rechtlichen Rundfunkanstalten der Bun-

General Directorate of Posts and Telegraphs in October

desrepublik Deutschland. The German Post Office operates
coordinating antennas to avoid duplication of the programs
exchanged. The previous experience with centralized

1971. In contrast to the initial decisions of the Belgian PTT
and to insure the use of high-grade and well-defined
equipment and methods of installation, the Danish PTT

government communications under Hitler is the primary

introduced strict regulations from the start. Today, there is a

reason for the fragmentation of Germany's broadcasting.

Get TONEWS
BENCH ORGANIZER..,
THE CUSTOM WAVETEK® SWEEP SETUP
CHECK THIS
• Wavetek 1067/1075
CATV Sweeper/Comparator Test Set.
• Accuracy and correlation unattained by most
available systems.
• Wavetek 19016, 12"
Diagonal X-Y Display
Scope.

Any configuration of Wavetek Sweepers, Attenuators and Display Scopes can
be custom racked. Call or write for quotation.

CALL TOLL-FREE

800-523-5947

"Where Experienced People and
Proven Products IN STOCK Make the Difference!"

cable equipment, inc.
Stocking Distributor for Over 35 .Vanufacturers of Quality ci TV Products

969 HORSHAM ROAD • HORSHAM, PA. 19044

IN PA. DIAL 215-675-2053

Classifieds

Employment Oppt.

C-ED Classified Hot Line 800-525-6370

LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL?
LET US HELP YOU
• NATIONWIDE DATA BANK FOR AVAILABLE POSITIONS AND PERSONNEL
• CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE

•REASONABLE EMPLOYER FEES

• TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT PLACEMENTS

•EXECUTIVE SEARCH

• 30 DAY PLACEMENT GUARANTEE

• LICENSED BY THE CALIFORNIA BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES

Professional Research,
Personnel and Marketing
Services since 1971

COMMUNICATIONS MARKETING, INC.
PERSONNEL SERVICE
2326 Tampa Ave, El Cajon, Ca 92020 (714) 461-7891

CHIEF TECHNICIAN
Help Wanted

CHIEF TECHNICIAN AND
CATV TECHNICIAN
Major communications corporation with
fast expanding national operation has
positions for capable, mature chief
technicians and technicians in its North
Carolina systems. Chief technicians will be
fully responsible for headend, 12 channel
plant, design and supervise construction of
small extensions to the system. Salary
commensurate with experience. Excellent
benefit package. If you qualify send resume
and salary history to:
Regional Manager
American Television &
Communications Corp.
P.O. Box 18606
Charlotte, NC 28218

TECHNICIANS
Need two line technicians. New system,
Jerrold Equipment. Good benefits, lies in
the heart of sportsmans paradise. Call
collect to Lynn Harrison at (318) 747-1666.

Assume full responsibility for all phases of
technical, maintenance and construction.
Be able to repair and maintain the headend,
power system (active and passive devices)
as well as perform proof of performance
tests as required. To be actively engaged in
the everyday activities, such as installation
and service. Supervise and train all
technical and installation personnel. Be
responsible for vehicles, reports, records
and inventory. First or second class FCC
license desirable.
We offer an excellent wage and benefit
package, plus opportunity for career
advancement. Call Manager in confidence
at (803) 229-5421.

Only candidates with proven personal skills
and desire to lead by example need apply.
Compensation commensurate with
experience and ability.
Send resume and salary history to:
Director of Engineering
Continental Cablevision, Inc.
333 Washington Square North
Lansing, MI 48933
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CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
*Line & Distr. Amplifiers
*Field Strength Meters
•Headend & CCTV Gear
•Fast Turnaround
*Quality Workmanship
*Reasonable Rates
All repairs are unconditionally guaranteed.
For more information call collect:
VIDEOTECH SERVICE INC.
4505-D W. Rosecrans Avenue
Hawthorne, CA 90250
(213) 675-3266

CATV ENGINEERS
TELEPROMPTER CABLE
Has positions open from district engineer to
line technician in various locations
throughout the country. Send resume to:
Teleprompter Corporation
888 7th Avenue
New York, NY 10019
Attn: Director of Engineering
We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer
Male/Female

INSTALLATION SUPERVISOR
Large midwestern converter system needs
experienced installation foreman to
supervise installers and subcontractors.

Business Directory

Equipment for Sale

AM ECO Modulators
Ch 8 & 10 with 4.5 mhz aural; Dynair Mini —
cha filter amplifiers various channels;
Dynair sync gen 625 line.
Alaun Engineering
P.O. Box 1088
LaCanada, CA 91011
(213) 957-0618

(

ic
• Amps
•Cable
•Connectors
•Components
•Drop Mat'l
•Hardware
•Passives
•Traps
•Switchers
•Stamd-by
Power
•Sweep Gear
•Test Gear

JERRY CONN
ASSOCIATES,
INC.
MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES
AHL

,

,

'RY

P.O. Box 444
Chambersburg, Pa.
17201
Call (717) 263-8258 or
(717) 264-5884

Introducing Parameter Ill
A Break-through in Cable
The introduction of Parameter III
represents a major step forward for the
cable industry. Now, for the first time,
you do not have to choose between a
coaxial cable with either "better
electricals" or better mechanicals."
Parameter III from Comm/ Scope gives
you both.
It gives you a newly developed
tough, resilient dielectric that takes the
normal beating and bending of
installation in stride. It gives you a
permanent center bond that locks out
moisture yet strips clean easily.
With such outstanding mechanical
strength, you'd expect to sacrifice

electricals. But with new Parameter III,
superior electricals go right along with
improved handling. Check out the spec
sheet on Parameter III. You'll see why it
outruns the competition. Plus, its
competitive pricing makes it tremendously
cost efficient.
Give us acall now and find out how
Parameter III can do a better job in
fulfilling your cable requirements.
You'll see what we mean when we
say: "All cable is not created equal."

Write or call:
Rt. 1, Box 199-A, Catawba, N.C. 28609
Telephone (704) 464-8785
Telex 80-0521

(c )Common/Scope Company
Light years ahead
in cable innovation
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ELECTRONICS, INC'
RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX, N.Y. 10462
COLLECT (212) 892:1000

RMS Electronics Incorporated 1E7

